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Monsieur !'Ambassadeur,
J'ai l'honneur de vous informer que le Conseil international de coordination (CIC)
du Programme sur l'Homme et la biosphere (MAB), a sa 24eme session qui s'est
tenue du 9 au 13 juillet 2012 au Siege de !'UNESCO a Paris (France), a
approuve les recommandations de l'examen periodique formulees par le Comite
consultatif international des reserves de biosphere en ce qui concerne la reserve
de biosphere Entlebuch dans votre pays, comme suit:

Enttebuch,Switzerlancf

The Advisory Committee welcomed this very weil documanted and
comprehensive second report from the Switzerland authorities. lt considered
that the site is ful/y fulfilling the three functions of the biosphere reserve and
meet the criteria of the Statutory Framework. The slte is 39 446 ha. lt also notad
the efforts made to limit the increasing negative effects of agriculture as weil as
measures undertook to limit the urban extension and agricultural intensification,
such as ecological compensation targeted at conserving precious ecological
habitats at the country level. lt also noted that tourism has increased from
40 000 to 80 000 within tan years. lt acknow/edged that sustainab/e tourism is
jointly marketed within the region, which ensures a harmonious development
and an efficient exploitation of infrastructures and economic opportunities. lt also
noted that monitoring was reinforced by several international projects at the
landscape level including socio economic monitoring on tourism benefits. lt also
acknowledged the work of the "Academie de la biosphere" in education and
public training, especial/y as regards youth, private sector and universities. lt
congratulated the authorities for their work as the site is a mode/ for the who/e
country and strongly acknowledged the support and engagement of local
citizens and communities. The Advisory Committee recommended that the site
be considered as a model site which practices shou/d be shared within the
World Network of Biosphere Reserves.
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